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Abstract We extend the proof by Osterwalder and Seiler of reflection positivity
of lattice gauge theories with fermions to the case in which the reflection is
performed with respect to planes containing sites. Our proof applies to all
observables and relies on the particular structure of the Wilson action. This
assures the positivity of the correlation functions (sθ(F)F} for any gauge
invariant function F and at all euclidean time separations as of interest in
Monte Carlo calculations.

1. Introduction

A problem in lattice gauge theories [1] is that of proving the Osterwalder-
Schrader [2] positivity condition which is one of the fundamental ingredients for
reconstructing Wightman theory from euclidean theory. From the practical
viewpoint the positivity condition excludes the existence of ghosts from the
physical sector of the theory.

Luscher [3] and independently Osterwalder and Seiler [4] have addressed the
problem in two different ways. Luscher starting from the Wilson action builds
up a Hubert space as a Fock space derived from equal time fields and explicitly
constructs a transfer matrix [5] which he proves to be positive definite, in this
context Osterwalder-Schrader positivity is proved for gauge invariant operators
constructed from the fields belonging to given time slices. Osterwalder and Seiler
on the other hand prove the Osterwalder-Schrader positivity condition directly
from the functional integral for all gauge invariant quantities. Their proce-
dure is sufficient to construct a positive hamiltonian on a Hubert space; how-
ever they prove the positivity of (Θ(F)F} only by reflecting with respect to a plane
cutting the time links in half (i.e. for "odd" separations). This situation is not
completely satisfactory for the Monte-Carlo calculations where one computes
correlation functions of arbitrary gauge invariant composite operators at all
(even and odd) distances.

In this note we shall prove the Osterwalder-Schrader positivity condition for
all gauge invariant quantities for any separation in the case of the Wilson action.
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The following proof does not depend on the explicit construction of a Hubert space
as a Fock space and on operators defined on time slices (sharing in this respect the
advantages of the Osterwalder-Seiler treatment) and on the other hand it applies
for any separation (sharing in this respect the advantages of the Lύscher
construction).

The following general proof turns out to be very simple even though (as in
Lύscher's case) it applies only to the Wilson action.

2. Proof of Osterwalder-Schrader Positίvity

In this section we shall give the general proof of reflection positivity for the lattice
gauge theory with fermions described by the Wilson action

where

and

(2.3)

We shall prove that, provided K< 1/6 [3], given any gauge invariant function
F of ψ, ψ and U belonging to a certain region R of the half-space n4 > 0, the
correlation function of Θ(F) and F is always non-negative, i.e.

Z ~ ! μUdψdψeA(ΘF)F = ({ΘF)F} ^ 0 (2.4)

being Θ(F), the Osterwalder-Schrader reflection of F defined as follows [2,4] (we
shall write Uμ(n) as U{n,n + μ))\
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where G* and / * is the usual complex conjugation on c-numbers. The reflection
operator θ is extended by antilinearity to an arbitrary polynomial of the ψ, ψ. In
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order to have a positive definite transfer matrix it is necessary to prove such a
positivity property by reflecting both with respect to planes cutting the time links
in half and with respect to planes containing sites.

Osterwalder and Seiler [4] gave the general proof of (2.4) for reflection with
respect to planes cutting the time links in half. Essentially their procedure is to
choose the gauge U4(n) — 1 (it is enough to have this gauge on the links cut by the
reflecting plane) and noticing that the action can be written in the form

(2.7)

where Ac can be decomposed in the sum ACG + ACF with

Σ

= A Σ VιAX, iWLU'Λn, m + c.c. (2.8)
2g >U

and

Thus the expectation value (2.4) can be written as a sum of the form [4]

ψtf^O, (2.10)

where (7, ψ and ψ are the fields in the upper half space n4 > 0.
As noticed by Osterwalder and Seiler [4] such a proof does not depend on the

choice of the Wilson action and in particular it holds when the projectors (1 -j-y4)
and (1 — y4) in (2.3) are replaced by (r + y4), (r — y4\ O g r ^ l which includes as a
particular case (r = 0) the doubled fermion case.

We come now to the proof of (2.4) for reflections with respect to the plane
containing sites n 4 = 0. In the following we shall understand for variables
belonging to the upper half space F4

+ all \p(n\ ψ(n) with nA > 0 and all U(n, m) with
either n4 > 0 or m4 > 0. A similar definition holds for the variables belonging to the
half space Kf, while for the variables belonging to the 3-dimensional space F3°, we
mean all ψ(ή), ψ(n) with n4 = 0 and all U(n,m) with both n4 = 0 and m4 = 0.
Accordingly we shall decompose the action AG as the sum

AG = A^+AG+A0

G, (2.11)

where AG depends only on the variables belonging to F3°, AG only on the variables
belonging to V4 and F3°, and AG only on the variables belonging to V4 and F3°.

We write a similar decomposition for the fermion action

(2.12)
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In particular

Λ°F=- Σ ψ(n,0)ψ(n,0)
n

ΣΣ {y(n,0)(\+y}Uj(n,0Mn+J,0)
ή 7=1

)(l -^)l//(n,0)ψ(n,0)}. (2.13)

At this point we must discuss the dependence of Ap and Ap on the Fermi variables
belonging to the plane w4 = 0. The terms in the fermion lagrangian which connect
two different time slices are

K{ψ(n)(ί +y4)U4(n)ψ(n + 4) + ψ(n + 4)(ί ~y^U^(n)ψ(n)}, (2.14)

which following Lϋscher's notations [3] in terms of half spinors

ψ =

(2.15)

V O - :
• J * ^

becomes

Thus we have

A$ = &*( U, ψ, ψ, x + (n, 0), y + (w, 0)) (2.17)

with U, ψ, ψ belonging to V4

+, and

^f = <?*(ΘU, θφ, θψ9 x(n, 0), j;(n, 0)), (2.18)

where * means the usual complex conjugation on c-numbers and ~ means that the
order of the Fermi fields has to be reversed.

Integrating on all fermion and U variables belonging to F4

+ and to V4 , we get
for the expectation value (2.4),

Z " 1 J Π dUj{n,0)dip(n,0)dxp{n,0)eA«"A?

x /*(t/(w, 0), x(n, 0), y{n, 0))

(2.19)
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being α, β color indices and

(2.23)

B is easily seen to be positive definite [3] for K < 1/6.

Thus we have for the fermionic integration in (2.19)

f Π dx+(n, 0)dx(n, 0)dy+(n, 0)dy(n, 0)

*cy + + yc' x

(2.24)

Due to the positivity of £, x+Bx = x^ B1/2B1/2x, and thus P(U)^0. Finally

integrating in dU we have

Z'γ\ Π dUj(n,0)eAZp(U)^0. (2.25)

We stress that the proof succeeds due to the separation of the x +, yΛ variables

form the x,y'mβ and β* which gives (2.24) the structure of a scalar product in

the Grassmann variables. Again this is a consequence of the projectors (1 + y4) and

(1 — y4) appearing in the Wilson action. Defining now the transfer matrix T as the

transition of a single lattice spacing in the positive euclidean time direction, one

proves with a standard procedure [4] that O gΓrg l .
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